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The CBSE envisions a robust, vibrant and holistic
school education that will engender excellence in
every sphere of human endeavour. The Board is
committed to provide quality education to promote
intellectual, social and cultural vivacity among its
learners. It works towards evolving a learning process
and environment, which empowers the future
citizens to become global leaders in the emerging
knowledge society. The Board advocates Continuous
and Comprehensive Evaluation with an emphasis on
holistic development of learners. The Board commits
itself to providing a stress-free learning environment
that will develop competent, confident and
enterprising citizens who will promote harmony and
peace. 



The much-awaited call for the younglings is here! Pariksha Pe Charcha with
the revered Prime Minister Narendra Modi returns to enchant and inspire.
With a flick of your wand, cast aside your worries and let the fluttering
butterflies in your stomach soar free. And this time, the Prime Minister's
legendary interaction will not only welcome students but also beckon
parents and teachers to join the revelry.
Join the ranks of the fortunate, as you bask in the presence of one of the
most inspiring Prime Ministers to grace the land. Seek his wisdom, ask for
counsel, or even unravel secrets to questions that have long eluded you. The
magic of this opportunity knows no bounds.

CBSE PRE - EXAM ANNUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELLING

BEGINS FROM 1 ST JANUARY, 2024

BOARD EXAMS DATE SHEET FOR CLASS X & XII RELEASED 

CBSE has planned to introduce Disaster Risk Education/Disaster

Management in Schools

at
https://cbseacademic.nic.in/index.

html

https://www.cbse.gov.in/cbsenew/documents/Press_Note_Pre_Exam_Counseling_2024_01012024.pdf
https://www.cbse.gov.in/cbsenew/documents/Press_Note_Pre_Exam_Counseling_2024_01012024.pdf


Exam tips by Ms.Usha Rani, HOS - Telugu 





As your Board Examination is just around the corner, here are a
few tips to guide your preparation
                                                   For Section A 
                                  (Reading Comprehension Passages)

Read questions before you read the passage. This will save
time.
Use Skimming and Scanning method.

                                                  For Section B 
                                                  (Writing Skills)

Practise all the formats of the writing skills thoroughly. 
        They carry marks.

Remember the beginnings(Introduction) and the ends
(Conclusions).
Keep in mind the word limits. They save your time.
Make proper paragraphs, as per the writing skill.
Start all writing questions on a fresh page.

                                                 For Section C
                                             (Literature section)

Your textbook is your Bible.
All the chapters should be at your fingertips.
Learning the names of the chapters (with correct casing) and

their authors/poets is mandatory.
Focus on the theme, plot, character sketch.
Cross-references between texts should be familiar.



General tips
Do not leave any question unattempted.
Do not miss writing the question number. Do not change
the numbering used for questions or parts.
It is always better to move from seen to unseen/ known to
unknown.
Unseen passages, Notices, Invitation and Replies and Job
Applications fetch the maximum marks. Write them
flawlessly.
For MCQs, use method of elimination wherever applicable.
Last but not the least, know that we, teachers, are always
with you! Have faith in yourself and get ready to pass with
flying colours!!!

By Ms. Madhurya Bandhyopadhay 
Senior Secondary English Facilitator 

HOS - English



CYBER SAFETY WEEK UPDATE  

4th - 9th December

The CBSE wing is proud to have successfully conducted Cyber Safety
Week, fostering a culture of digital responsibility and safety among
our students. This initiative aimed to equip students with the
knowledge and skills necessary to navigate the online world securely.  
Through vibrant comics and storytelling, they illustrated the
importance of crafting strong passwords. Students also participated
in Poster Making event. It was a breath-taking display of creativity
and visual storytelling. Each poster submitted was not merely an
artistic expression but a powerful message advocating for cyber
safety and security. The posters collectively formed a gallery that
spoke volumes about the commitment of our students being
Guardians of the Digital Realm



DRSIS ClubsDRSIS Clubs  
World of Robotics - 
Gone are the days of static street
lighting. Our students have designed
automatic street lights street lights
that adjust their brightness based on
real-time conditions. Whether it's a
bustling evening or a quiet night,
these lights adapt to provide just the
right illumination, making our streets
safer for everyone.

The Literary Club organized a 'Poet
Artist Day' event where they
transformed a poem into a play.
They selected Robert Browning's
famed dramatic monologue,
Porphyria's Lover, for the activity.

Cuisine Club Update - 
Under the guidance of their
culinary arts instructor, the
students embraced the challenge
of crafting sandwiches that
mirrored the three hues of the
Indian flag. The canteen became
a canvas of creativity as the
young chefs explored a myriad
of ingredients and flavors to
bring their tricolor vision to life.





With an air of anticipation and excitement, DRSIS  inaugurated its
much-awaited Sports Meet in a grand ceremony that brought
together the entire school community.The inaugural ceremony
commenced with a spirited opening address by our Principal sir .
Cheif Guest, IFS Dr. Priyanka Varghese delivered an inspiring
address, emphasizing the role of sports in shaping character,
instilling discipline, and fostering teamwork. The guest shared
anecdotes from their own sporting journey, motivating the young
athletes to pursue excellence with dedication and passion. The
Sports Meet inaugural ceremony was an exhilarating experience
that brought together the entire school community in a celebration
of athleticism and unity. As the athletes geared up for the challenges
ahead, the inaugural ceremony set the stage for a memorable and
spirited Sports Meet, where dreams would turn into achievements
and friendships would be forged on the fields of competition. 



Annual Sports Day was more than just an event; it was a reflection
of our commitment to holistic education and the nurturing of well-
rounded individuals. As the curtains drew to a close on this
unforgettable evening, the memories created during the Annual
Day will linger in our hearts, serving as a testament to the
excellence, creativity, and camaraderie that define our school.  The
stage came alive with an array of cultural performances that
showcased the rich diversity and talents of our students. 
Shri. Sanddep Prakash, IRS, Cheif Commisioner - GST graced the
occasion as the Chief Guest. His insightful address inspired
students to pursue their dreams, emphasizing the importance of
education, resilience, and ethical values in their journey towards
success. From classical dance performances that captivated the
audience to soul-stirring musical renditions that resonated with
every heart, the cultural extravaganza was a testament to the
artistic prowess within our school. Outstanding students and
dedicated teachers were felicitated with awards, acknowledging
their contributions to academic, cultural, and sports excellence.
The ceremony underscored the importance of recognizing and
encouraging merit across all spheres of school life.





Stepping into a world where imagination knows no
bounds, the School proudly presented its Visual Art
Gallery, a celebration of artistic expression and
creativity. It was a testament to the diverse talents of
our students, showcased a kaleidoscope of colors,
themes, and emotions that captured the essence of
their artistic journey. Under the guidance of our
dedicated art instructors, the Visual Art Gallery was
curated with a keen eye for storytelling and
innovation. Each piece of art, whether a painting,
sculpture, or multimedia creation, served as a window
into the students' perspectives, inviting visitors to
embark on a visual journey of discovery.



DRSIS empowers high school students with emerging courses and
careers in demand by networking with best universities. A
workshop was conducted by Atria university at our campus to
appraise students on latest designing courses and portfolio
Management. Students can choose options of Product Design,
User Experience Design, Textile Design  Knitwear Design. 
Atria University is a Liberal STEM University, offering
experiential degree programs in business, design, science and
technology. It equips the students with the skills required to excel
in high-growth industries through futuristic undergraduate
programs. Atria University is at the forefront of reengineering
technology education empowering students to become Beyonders
- frontier thinkers and enterprising leaders, defining a new age of
education and limitless possibilities

                                        By Ms. Prameela Jagannathan , Career Counsellor 

Career Oriented Workshop for 
Senior Secondary students



The Class Fiesta on 30th Decemeber was not just a celebration;
it was a collective embrace of new beginnings, shared dreams,
and lasting friendships. The classroom was adorned with
glittering decorations, vibrant banners, and sparkling lights,
creating a lively atmosphere of celebration..The laughter that
echoed in the classroom and the joyous atmosphere created
memories that will be cherished as the class embarks on
another year of learning, growth, and shared experienceThe
classroom transformed into a culinary haven as students
brought a variety of homemade dishes to share. The potluck
feast showcased the culinary talents within the class, featuring
an assortment of sweet and savory delights that catered to
everyone's taste buds. The New Year party provided a platform
for students to reflect on the past year's achievements and
challenges. Many shared their resolutions and aspirations for
the upcoming year, fostering a sense of encouragement and
support within the classroom 





SCHOOL ACHEIVEMENTS 



As we navigate the journey of the coming year,
may we find inspiration in every moment,
strength in challenges, and the support of those
around us. May our shared experiences be a
source of growth, laughter, and lasting memories.
Here's to the adventures that await, the lessons to
be learned, and the joy that comes with each day.
May this New Year bring you fulfillment in your
endeavors, warmth in your relationships, and the
discovery of new horizons.
Thank you for being a part of the journey so far,
and we look forward to sharing more experiences,
accomplishments, and joy with you in the days to
come.
Wishing you and your loved ones a Happy New
Year filled with love, success, and all the
happiness life has to offer

                                                           Yours  Sincerely 
                                                          CBSE Wing, DRSIS


